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JERRY	FIGGIANI
A Loyal Leader

By Brad Wells

I n 2007 while attending a Koryu Uchinadi seminar in Frederick, Maryland, Hanshi 
Patrick McCarthy walked up to me and told me that he had someone I needed to 
meet. We walked across the gym floor, and he introduced me to Jerry Figgiani. He 

said we had a lot in common and that we needed to talk. We quickly discovered our 
mutual interest in judo and in particular Matsubayashi Shorin Ryu. 
Sensei Figgiani holds seventh dan in Shorin ryu, and recently established Shorin ryu 
Karate-do International. In addition, he holds Yudansha accreditation in Koryu Uchi-
nadi Kenpo-jutsu under Patrick McCarthy’s direction. He is a sought-after workshop 
presenter in both Shorin ryu and Koryu Uchinadi. He also has the distinction of being 
the subject of a New York Times article not for sports achievement but for his work with 
others. 
Figgiani Sensei has maintained a nearly thirty-year relationship with Hanshi Joseph Carbonara. 
Always searching for new knowledge, he has been a member of the International Ryukyu Karate 
Research Society since 2005.  He became a student of Hanshi McCarthy’s Koryu Uchinadi 
Kenpo-jutsu, masterfully integrating KU-HAPV theory and two-person application drills into 
his curriculum. He continually works to help karateka understand the depth of Okinawan ka-
rate, its history and culture. His kindness as well as the comprehensive nature of his teaching 
show a great deal of humanity in Figgiani Sensei’s daily life and practice.

MM. You just celebrated the 20th anniversary of your 
dojo and the first year of your organization Shorin Ryu 
Karatedo International. Congratulations. I would like to 
talk more about this later. First, can we talk about how 
you got your start in Karate-do?

J.F.  I was first introduced to martial arts by my parents; 
there was a program at the local recreation center.  I was 
very drawn to the martial arts at that time, but I was in-
terested in playing football as well.  It was not until my 
senior year in high school that my good friend and black 
belt, Jeff Iorio, got me into the martial arts.  That was in 
December of 1977.  After my senior year of playing football, 
I did not know if I wanted to continue playing in college.  

I was drawn to the martial arts and wanted to continue to 
pursue and study the martial arts.  Not being a good student 
in school, martial arts gave me a sense of direction.  A year 
after I graduated, I was talked back into playing football in 
college.  About two months into the season, my football 
career ended with a back injury.  It was then that I made the 
decision to pursue the study of martial arts.  

MM. Who did you get your black belt with initially?

J.F.  Though I first began my studies in Matsubayashi Sho-
rin Ryu, I wound up getting my black belt with Richard 
Chun in Moo Duk Kwan.  I was recently married and had 
relocated to New York City.  I trained at the 86th Street 
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Dojang.  I actually came full circle back to Matsubayashi 
when I moved from the city back to Long Island.  I joined 
the Karate U.S.A. dojo and started training with Sensei 
Terry Maccarrone.  It was Sensei Maccarrone who intro-
duced me to Sensei Carbonara.

MM. Nowadays many people know you for your back-
ground in Shorin-ryu and as a leading exponent of the 
style, as founded by Grandmaster Shoshin Nagamine and 
taught by his student, Sensei Chotoku Omine, and their 
student, Sensei Joseph Carbonara.  But prior to Matsub-
ayashi Shorin-Ryu, you were a nationally-rated forms and 
fighting champion. In 1995, you were actually ranked 
number one by the Professional Karate League (P.K.L.). 

J.F.  I actually studied Shorin Ryu before I went on the 
tournament circuit.  However, I did compete in some tour-
naments in Madison Square Garden promoted by Henry 
Cho of New York City.  I liked tournaments because of my 
competitive nature.  I was rated No. 1 in 1995 by the Na-
tional Karate League PKL.

MM. Sensei Joseph Carbonara, as I understand it, is not 
a big fan of tournaments and never has been.  How was 
that worked out between you? 

J.F.  I understood that Sensei Carbonara did not like tour-
naments.  I understood his reasoning for it, and I respected 
his decisions for not supporting them.  As somebody in-
volved in the martial arts, I truly believe there is a need for 
the sporting aspect of the martial arts---tournaments can 
draw people’s attention to the arts, or they can help the 
practitioner raise his or her level by being judged or cri-
tiqued.  People have to understand, also, there is a deeper 
meaning to the arts.  Just because a person comes in No. 1, 
doesn’t mean that person has a deep understanding for the 
art itself as far as the history and traditions, as well as self 
defense situations.  They have to have an understanding 
that in self defense there are no rules.  Anything applies 
that could help you escape confrontations.

MM. So you looked beyond association sport rules and 
accomplishments early in your practice?

A Loyal Leader

J.F.  I always knew that the most important part of train-
ing was to have a deeper understanding of the art--not just 
the aspects of rule-bound sport but also the history and tra-
ditions of the art. It was my pursuit of self-improvement, 
rather than competition, that has kept me in this art all 
these years. 

MM. What are your strongest recollections of your first 
impressions of being in Sensei Carbonara’s dojo?

J.F.  I actually first met Sensei Carbonara at a tournament.  
He was voicing his displeasure with the open kata division.  
When I realized who he was, I could see why he had a repu-
tation the way he did.  He was very vocal about voicing his 
likes and dislikes.  People either loved him or disliked him.  
But if you were actually part of his group, he would give you 
everything he could.  His students were extremely, and still 
are to this day, very loyal.  

Classes were very traditional in setting and very challeng-
ing physically as well as mentally.  Hanging out and talking 
about the martial arts and different experiences were always 
part of the routine. It gave the student the understanding 
that there was something deeper than just kicking and 
punching.  

MM. Today your workshops are largely centered around 
expanding the traditional applications of Okinawan Ka-
rate, its kata and principles, by integrating the teachings 
and principles of Hanshi Patrick McCarthy of Australia. 
How do you see his concepts in relation to your practice 
Shorin-ryu in particular Futarigeiko, two-person practice?

J.F.  Hanshi McCarthy’s concepts and methodology does 

not only apply to Shorin Ryu; they are universal and apply 
to any system.  The methodology deals with human move-
ment.  What he has created with the futari geiko, the two-
person practice, is something that a student can follow as 
a pattern or a drill. More importantly, it allows the student 
to be able to interpret techniques from the pattern itself.  
His concept of HAPV (Habitual Acts of Physical Violence)  
and effective responses drawn from kata can also easily be 
understood through this practice as well.   

MM.  How did you meet Patrick McCarthy?

J.F.  I first was introduced to Hanshi McCarthy though 
Sensei Terry Maccarrone, who has also been a very big in-
fluence in my studies and career as a martial artist.  Sensei 
encouraged me to contact him and become a member of 
his organization IRKRS which I did in 2005.  I first came 
in contact with his top student here in the United States, 
Sensei Darrin Johnson, who encouraged me to participate 
in a “Gasshuku” in Maryland.  When the “Gasshuku” end-
ed and I got in the car to go back to New York, I knew right 
away which direction the course of my training would lead.  
The light bulb was burning bright and it was a pivotal point 
after training for almost 30 years.  

MM.  Moving from traditional Karate-do into sport 
karate, running a commercial dojo where the students 
participate in tournament karate, as well as your own 
practice in KU, and your relationships with the people in 
various organizations.  How do you manage expectations?

J.F.  As far as it affecting my relationship with other people, 
let’s just say that when someone is not secure with what 
they are doing, it is very easy to be intimidated rather than 
to look in the mirror and say, “Hey, this guy’s got some-
thing.”  I think one of my qualities, not only as an instruc-
tor but as a student, is not to be afraid to look at myself and 
ask, “Can I learn from this situation?  Can I improve?”  I 
still continue to seek and will never stop.  There are a lot of 
great people out there teaching martial arts, and by meeting 
Hanshi McCarthy, I was at the right place at the right time.  

MM.  In your experience where do most of the conflicts 
come from?

J.F.  I’ve found it interesting how people can create a repu-
tation off of becoming a black belt.  To think that they 
know it all and are superior to other people---these are the 
people who when they find themselves in situations may be 
surprised that they will not be able to handle themselves as 
well as they think because of a false sense of security.  Stu-
dents as well as instructors have to be open to the fact that 
martial arts is continually evolving.  Tunnel vision and not 
being open to a variation on a move or adapting to a move 
can be very critical in a life or death situation.  



MM.  Sensei McCarthy travels extensively, and I un-
derstand that you were in Europe recently as one of his 
assistants.  Tell us about that experience.

J.F.  Sensei McCarthy’s travel is very extensive.  Sometimes 
between doing 70 – 80 seminars per year, up to 15 different 
countries; it can be a pretty demanding schedule.  I was 
honored to participate in his first Italian seminar which was 
held in Rome.  Actually, I was one of the participants and 
flew over with three of my students as well as Sensei Darrin 
Johnson, who is Sensei McCarthy’s U.S.A. representative.  
For the first time being in that country, it was fascinating 
watching Hanshi McCarthy break down the katas of vari-
ous systems and really having everybody on the same page 
executing the same techniques whether you were Goju Ryu, 
Shorin Ryu, or Wado Ryu.  His organization, I.R.K.R.S., is 
worldwide and it gives the practitioners plenty of opportu-
nities to train with people from around the world, which I 
find is very exciting.  

MM.  In 2009 you became an accredited branch dojo 
owner authorized to teach Koryu Uchinadi Kenpo-jutsu 

and, in fact, in 2010 you were awarded international 
instructor of the year.  What was that process like?

J.F.  In my studies with Sensei McCarthy, I really never 
thought about becoming an instructor in his organization 
or having my dojo affiliated with him.  It kind of took a 
natural process as I continued to train in K.U. and bring 
the material back to my dojo.  The excitement that it cre-
ated helped to lead me in that direction.  I continued to 
attend seminars as well as get assistance from Sensei Darrin 
Johnson and, in fact, have had the opportunity to teach 
KU seminars with Hanshi’s approval. Of course, whenever 
I get a chance to train with Sensei McCarthy, I jump at that 
opportunity as well.  In September of 2010, I was promoted 
to Nidan in K.U. as well as Shidoin instructor level.  It is an 
honor I am truly proud of. I was particularly taken aback by 
the Instructor of the Year Award, especially coming from an 
international organization like Hanshi McCarthy’s, where 
there are so many highly qualified instructors around the 
world.  It was truly an honor.

MM.  The dojo you brought K.U. home to is East Coast 
Black Belt Academy, in Middle Island, New York. It has 
been open since 1990 and is a partnership, I understand.  
What are your thoughts on 20 years of being in business, 
working with a partner, a quick primer if you will on how 
to keep the doors open. Let alone the stellar reputation 
the dojo has.

J.F.  Looking back on it 20 years later, I really had no idea 
what path I was on when I first opened the dojo back in 
1990.  I still have the same partner I opened the school with 
20 years ago, Sensei Tony Aloe.  I feel I am truly blessed 
to be able to have a partner work along with me so I can 
achieve my personal goals as well.  The secret to our suc-
cess, bottom line, is to become involved in the community.   
We have used the martial arts as a vehicle to help motivate 
our students to give back.  Some of the examples would be 
fundraisers such as MDA, community blood drives, helping 
families in need as well as being recognized by the Suffolk 
County Police Athletic League which helped us get the 
martial arts into the school system here on Long Island as 
an extra curriculum activity.

MM.  In addition to your dojo and your own personal 
studies, you also run a martial arts program in the County 
of Suffolk on Long Island that has been written up in the 
New York Times, The R.E.A.C.H. Program (Respect 
Education and Always Climb Higher). This program is 
funded by the P.A.L. (Police Athletic League) correct?

J.F.  The program is funded by the Police Athletic League.  With the help of 
PAL Officer Don Yorie and Assistant Principal Chuck Morea formerly of the 
Longwood School District, they gave us an opportunity to start a six-week 
pilot program to see if this program would make a difference in the children 
who were participating in it.  That was back in 2003.  Eight years later, 
we’re still going strong and have reached over 1,000 children in the Suffolk 
County schools.  The program lets children participate free of charge and 
provides uniforms, insurance, and awards.  It’s geared to help give children 
at the high school level a sense of direction and there have been numerous 
success stories attributed to this program.  It has received high praise from 
both local and state government officials.  

MM. You have had the opportunity to travel to Okinawa in 1991 to 
participate in the demonstration ceremony for Shoshin Nagamine’s 85th 
birthday and the 55th anniversary of Nagamine Dojo.  Tell us about that, 
please.

J.F.  I have had the opportunity to travel to Okinawa in 1991 as a partici-
pant in the demonstration ceremony for Shoshin Nagamine’s 85th birthday 
and the 55th anniversary of his dojo.  I traveled with Sensei Carbonara, 
who gave me this opportunity.  (By the way, Sensei Maccarrone also ac-
companied us on the trip.)  It was an incredibly exciting time to be able to 
trace the roots of Matsubayashi back to the Honbo dojo and to meet the 
man who really put Okinawan karate out in the forefront which included 
his book The Essence of Okinawan Karatedo.  I met Master Nagamine one 
time before when he was here in the United States, but there was never any 
true conversation between us.  I have worked very closely with his son, Soke 
Takayoshi Nagamine, who has been to my dojo plenty of times.  I have also 
attended his seminars.  Even though I am no longer a member of his orga-
nization, W.M.K.A., I still have a tremendous amount of respect for him.

MM.  What was it like meeting Master Nagamine?

J.F.  Just meeting Master Nagamine and being in his presence was a reward-
ing experience.  It was amazing to see how people honored and revered him.  
In spite of the language barrier, I could tell he was very humble.

MM. You have very deep ties to Matsubayashi, I would very much like 
to get your thoughts on training in the late 70’s, through to today. Your 
perspective, if you will, on how training on the East Coast affected your 
own practice, and your decision to start your own organization?

J.F.  The early years here on the East Coast in Matsubayashi---I am glad I 
started martial arts when I did and was able to have a little taste of the old-
school dojo.  Workouts consisted of high repetitions of kihons and katas.  
Sparring was never done with any safety gear.  One of the things that I 
noticed was that even though we had a large group here in New York, there 
were always political ramifications going on which I truly believe have led 
to the downfall of the organization.  It’s so important for people to work 
together.  At one point, there was a sense of that.  But again, the seniors 
followed different senseis from Okinawa.  Their differences and opinions, I 
feel, should have been respected rather than being rejected.  This is where 
problems arose, but there is a tremendous amount of history here on the East 
Coast that was mainly due to Sensei Joseph Carbonara and Sensei Terry 
Maccarrone.  Many of the masters from Okinawa visited and have stayed 
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MASTERCLASS BRAZILIAN

JIU JITSU: Ultimate Guard

By Gerson Sanginitto

In this detailed book, he
reveals step-by-step
secrets of the guard
used in Brazilian Jiu
Jitsu. The guard is ana-
lyzed and explained,
with all its critical ele-
ments from the closed
position, the open guard,
the spider guard, and
other essentials, with
clear explanation and pre-
cise descriptions. This is
the ultimate book on the subject of the guard.

#215 -  US $29.95 – 7 x 10
250 pages  ISBN: 1-933901-08-X

MASTERCLASS BRAZILIAN
JIU JITSU:
Ultimate Choking
Techniques
By Renato Magno

This definitive book fea-
tures all the intricacies
and details of the choking
techniques of Brazilian
Jiu Jitsu. Authored by
one of the most rep-
utable masters of the art
in the United States,
Renato Magno, this work
is the final book on the subject. Choking tech-
niques are the heart of a good BJJ and no
practitioner progresses far in the art without
an understanding and detailed knowledge of
how to apply them properly in a combat situa-
tion.

#216 - US $29.95 – 7 x 10 – 250 pages
ISBN: 1-933901-19-5

KARATE:

PINAN KATA IN DEPTH

By Keiji Tomiyama 

This excellent work,
with more than 800
photos for ease of use, is
designed to help stu-
dents get the most out
of the study and training
of the five essential Pi
Nan kata. It is through
the practice of Pi Nan
katas and the many and
varied applications that
practitioners at all levels get a solid founda-
tion for a meaningful study of the art of
Karate. 

#120 -  $24.95 – 7 x 10 – 200 pages
ISBN: 1-933901-02-0

SHOTOKAN MASTERS:

IN THEIR OWN WORDS

By Jose M. Fraguas 

A rare and definitive book
featuring the Japanese
masters of the most pop-
ular style of Karate in
the world. This out-
standing compilation
gathers the best
Japanese Shotokan
masters in one com-
prehensive volume; in
their own words, they
explain the philosophy, training and spirit of
the art.

#121 -  US $19.95 – 6 x 9 – 160 pages
ISBN: 1-933901-15-2

GRAPPLING WISDOM

By Jose M. Fraguas 

This insightful volume
features legendary Jiu
Jitsu, Judo, Sambo, and
Wrestling masters pre-
sented for the first time
in a single volume, and
providing references
and hundreds of quota-
tions from the greatest
grappling masters in
history. 

#211 - US $19.95 – 6 x 9 – 215 pages
ISBN: 1-933901-12-8

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LEGLOCKS

By Rigan Machado

Time-tested in real com-
petition,  Rigan’s book
is considered by many
experts as the ultimate
guide to leg-lock sub-
missions, and a “must
read” for all Submission
fighters. This unbeatable
volume is the only book
you'll ever need to learn
the  leg locks submissions
for Mixed Martial Arts and
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu.

#214-  US $29.95 – 7 x 10 – 280 pages
ISBN: 1-933901-14-4

OKINAWAN KARATE
By Michael Rovens & Mark Pollard
Illustrated by
Master Ota

In this work, Master
Ota shows key tradi-
tional kata and bunkai.
Some of the traditional
Shorin Ryu forms illus-
trated in this essential
book have never been
analyzed this way before.
This work is more than a
how-to manual; it
explores the history and philosophy behind
this dynamic and practical method of karate-
do.

#116 -  $29.95 – 7 x 10 – 320 pages
ISBN: 1-933901-05-5

KARATE SPIRIT
By Randall G.
Hassell

A classic text to be treas-
ured by karate practition-
er and martial artist,
Karate Spirit is recog-
nized as the most authori-
tative source on karate’s
philosophy. This book has
a great deal to offer to all
Karate students, from
beginner to black belt
level, as well as being a unique and enjoyable
way to learn about the true spirit of Budo.

#118 -  $19.95 – 6 x 9 – 132 pages
ISBN: 1-933901-13-6

MASTERING WING CHUN
KUNG FU
By Samuel Kwok & Tony Massengill 

In this book, the keys to
the Ip Man Wing Chun
Kung Fu system are
explained. The three
hand sets are shown in
detail, along with the
application of the key
movements. Also cov-
ered is the Chi Sao
(Sticking Hands) train-
ing of Wing Chun, as
well as the key princi-
ples that have made Ip Man
Wing Chun one of the most famous Kung Fu
systems in the world.  

#313 – US $24.95 – 7 x 10 – 300 pages
ISBN: 978-1-933901-26-8

To Order Visit: EMPIREMEDIALLC.com  •  To Order Visit: EMPIREMEDIALLC.com

The Finest Martial Arts Books in Print
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with these senseis.  And of course, both Sensei Omine and 
Sensei Ueshiro lived here in the states till their deaths.  We 
still have some break-off groups of Matsubayashi here that 
just want to train and not get into any political hassles.  Be-
cause of this, I formed Shorin Ryu Karatedo International. 

MM. You’re known for a decidedly apolitical approach, 
being involved without trying to dominate.  Now you find 
yourself running an organization. Can you tell me about 
how you came to this position?

J.F.  I really didn’t want to be the head of any organization, 
but I was encouraged by my peers to help other martial art-
ists in the area who still wanted to continue studying Mat-
subayashi.  Sensei Carbonara and Sensei Maccarrone laid 
the foundation here in the New York area, however, I am 
very pleased to have their support to continue their legacy.  
Both theses senseis have given a tremendous amount to 
Matsubayashi Shorin Ryu and their students here on the 
East Coast.  I also have the support of Hanshi McCarthy 
and the International Ryukyu Karate Research Society in 
this endeavor.  One of my goals in forming Shorin Ryu 
Karatedo International was to give a martial arts practitio-
ner an opportunity to be part of an organization without 

the organization dominating them.  People who know me 
personally can attest to this fact.   Anything I could do 
to help expand the training and mindset of the student is 
important.  I want my students to grow.  It is my obligation 
to see this through.  

MM. To wrap this up, I would like to ask you a question 
about your most recent trip to Okinawa. I understand you 
had the opportunity to work with Osensei Nagamine’s 
student Kensai Taba Founder and President, of the 
Okinawa Shogen-Ryu Karate-Do Association.  Could you 
tell us a bit about it?

J.F.  Kensai Taba was the most gracious host and true gen-
tleman.  If Master Taba were to come to New York, I am not 
sure how I could repay him for his generosity. He shared his 
history and martial arts experience, not only with me but 
with my students as well.  His martial arts style is called 
Shogen Ryu which pays tribute to both Grandmaster 
Shoshin Nagamine and Matsubayashi Shorin Ryu.  I look 
forward to returning to Okinawa shortly. 
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